
Lighthouse  eDiscovery
Announces Web-Based Reporting
Tool
Ediscovery  services  and  consulting  company  Lighthouse
eDiscovery has announced the launch of its latest product,
Lighthouse Navigate.

The company describes Navigate as a web-based dashboard and
reporting  tool  that  gives  users  on-demand  visibility  into
important case information such as data volumes, cost savings
and spend to date.

In a release, the company said:

Lighthouse’s new offering provides clients with the tools
they need to make informed case decisions, improve budgeting
accuracy, as well as implement and monitor effectiveness of
cross-matter processes.

Lighthouse recognizes that centralizing and understanding
metrics related to ediscovery is challenging due to the lack
of transparency and uniformity of reporting both within and
across matters. Monitoring trends and conducting evaluations
of  ediscovery  process  effectiveness  can  be  hindered  by
disjointed and delayed receipt of project details. These
issues make it difficult for case teams to monitor and
forecast their ediscovery spend and labor efficiency across
the  EDRM,  as  well  as  reduce  costs  and  improve  project
planning.

“Navigate addresses a gaping market need for an enterprise
reporting solution that provides users with the ability to
view and compare their data, as well as plan and forecast
future spend and budgets,” said Chris Dahl, vice president
of Product Development and Consulting at Lighthouse. “Having
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access to these insights empowers teams to access and share
information that directly addresses their ediscovery program
needs.”

Other features of Navigate are:

Consolidation – Select any one or all matters to see
metrics associated with spend, volume and data reduction
figures at a glance.
Configuration – Create, filter and save the combination
of reports most relevant.
Security – Set cascading security permissions to control
which projects or types of information are available to
each user.
Mobility  –  Access  project  information  from  any  web
browser on any device.

Navigate will be available in Q1 exclusively to Lighthouse
clients  at  no  additional  charge.  For  more  information,
contact info@lhediscovery.com.
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